In a recent paper Stiefel presented a method designed for a high speed computer, for solving simultaneous linear algebraic equations of the type
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem is to solve a set of linear non-singular simultaneous algebraic equations For values of n up to 10 this is probably best done by well-known methods such as Crout's. For n greater than 10, and especially when automatic equipment is available, iteration methods with accelerated convergence are superior. These methods have the advantage that inevitable rounding-off errors are kept in check and at the same time iteration methods are more suitable for digital computers.
The method outlined here is based essentially on the method of " minimal iterations" as described by C. Lanczos (1950) . The problem dealt with here has been recently discussed by Hestenes and Stiefel (1952) . When the matrix [a ik ] is non-symmetric it appeared advantageous to depart from his suggested procedure and an alternative method is investigated. where Pk is called the kth direction vector, v k is called the kth solution vector, and r k is called the kth residue vector. The above three vectors operate on D alone whilst p*, v*, and r* operate only on D* and carry the same names. Finally, Ek and Ak are, as will be shown shortly, suitable orthogonality parameters . . With the above definitions it is now possible to develop an algorism to solve a system of n equations in n unknowns.
III. THE SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS
It is required to solve (1) or, in matrix notation,
Du+l=O,
where D is the squar~ matrix with elements a ik ,
In order to solve (6) it appears desirable to treat simultaneously
where D* is the transposed matrix of D,
u* is a different solution vector (i.e. the one associated with D*) and usually of no interest, l* is a conveniently chosen vector. The first step in the analysis is to make a guess for u. This first approximation to the solution vector u is denoted by vo; whilst successive approximations will be denoted by v k • It then follows that where r is called the residue vector. Likewise for (7) it follows that D*v* +l* =r*.
Using the definitions of Vk+l and v~+1 of (2) The Ak are to be chosen in such a manner that successive residuals rk+1 will be orthogonal to p;for j =0,1,2, . . . , k. It will be shown that this can actually be achieved by orthogonalizing rk+l merely against p~.
To fix Ak it follows therefore that
UJ;ing (11) and (12) this gives the first orthogonality parameter 
Using (13) it follows that .
• (15) and therefore also (Pk, n*p; '_l) =0, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , " (16) provided
The remarks made above on the vanishing of this product are still applicable here,
It is now possible to prove two fundamental theorems,
Theorem I
The system of residue vectors {ro, r1, r2" , "rn-l} is mutually orthogonal to {r~, r~, r;" , "r:_l },
-where i, j=O, 1, 2" , "n-1 and i#j,
Theorem II
The system of direction vectors
where i, j=O, 1, 2,. , ., n-1 and i j. These theorems will be proved by induction. Let it be assumed that Theorem II be true for n =k, that is,
It is required to prove it to be true for n =k + 1. First, it is useful to establish the following
(ii) follows from the definition of <:k-l. Also, taking the defining equation of P~ and forming the scalar product with rHI gives h+1' r~) = -(rHI, p~) +€k-l(rHI, P~-I) =0, using (13) and (11).
Finally, form the scalar product with r~_1 in (11):
But, by definition,
using (17) and (18), which proves (22).
Now, form the scalar product with
=0, using (23) and ( Likewise, it can be proved that PHI and P~-2 are mutually conjugate, and it can be shown at the same time that rHI and r~_2 are mutually orthogonal and so on until it is shown that PHI and P~ are mutually conjugate and rk+1 and r~ are mutually orthogonal. So, if the theorems be true for n =k, they will also be true for n =k + 1. But the theorems are true for k =1, for (rl, r~) =0 by the choice of Po and (13) and also (PI, D'p~) =0 by (16).
Hence the theorems are true for all n.
Theorem III Asterisks can always be interchanged from one side of an inner product to the other.
Using the definition of Pk and P; it follows immediately by using (13) that (Pk, r;) = (p;, rk) .
It follows by induction that the stars are interchangeable in the product ~Pk, rj) for j > k and it will be proved presently that this product vanishes for j <k in either case. The orthogonality relations of Theorem I ensure tha.t h, rj) = (r;, rj). That (Pk, Pj) =(p;, pj) can be shown by induction by using the definitions of Pk and pj and the fact that Po = -ro and P~ = -r~.
As regards the interchangeability of the stars in expressions like (rk, D'p'.) , J the definition of Pk and induction again easily lead to the results :
Therefore, it is always permissible to interchange asterisks from one side of an inner product to the other.
An interesting result of lesser importance is the following:
Theorem IV The residue vector r;+l is mutually conjugate to the system {r i } with i=O, 1, 2, . . . , k-l. This is easily proved with the help of Theorem II. By definition
Forming the scalar product with r;+l in the above and operating with D gives
since p; is mutually conjugate to the system {Pi} i=O, 1, 2, .. . , k-l by Theorem II. Hence the result.
Theorem V For a system of n unknowns this iteration method will give the exact solution in n steps.
Every r k is a linear combination of r o , Dr o , D2ro, . ., Dk -:-lro and similarly
-roo lf ro and r~ have components along all eigenvectors and principal vectors then these chains of vectors will be linearly independent up tok =n. Since r n is orthogonal to all elements of the chain r~, D'r~, (D·)2r~, . .. , (D")n-lr~, it must therefore be zero. Oonsequently the problem must be solved in n steps. 
Assume this to be the case, for it will always happen unless the iteration procedure terminates before n steps, i.e. very exceptionally. Now find the IX; by using the biconjugate relation of the Pk and pi (i.e. Theorem II).
For, by post-multiplying (28) by D*pj it follows that and hence, by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, Furthermore, now that all E:i and Ai have been computed it is an easy matter to obtain the inverse of D.
Let the inverse matrix be given by Then find successively (using the main result of Section IV) : Finally, let the characteristic polynomial for the above matrix be computed (using the main result of Section V). Hestell{is and Stiefel (1952) have also briefly discussed the non-symmetrical case. They arrived at the following iteration formulae: To save space only the successive v k vectors will be shown in Table 2 . Vo was taken as 0 in both cases. The correct solution as given by Crout's method is (with a possible error of one in the last figure) :
It is found that

VII. .A COMPARISON WITH STIEFEL'S METHOD
The reason for the slower convergence in Stiefel's case is due to the fact .that Stiefel's procedure is essentially a procedure with the matrix DOD. The eigenvalues of this matrix are necessarily more widely spaced than for D alone. Consequently, the rate of convergence will be adversely affected if the constant vector l has large components along the largest and smallest eigenvectors.
t The problem with which this equation is associated is the same as that described in the footnote of Section V, the subdivision now having 25 inner points. By symmetry only six . prove to be independent. 
VIII. THE OORRECTION OF ROUNDING-OFF ERRORS
Rounding-off errors may become quite serious, in particular for large n. These types of errors can, however, be minimized by using an artifice due to Stiefel.
Let it be assumed that step i has just been completed in the computation and it is subsequently found that ................ (40) but is fairly small of course. (If this is not so the error is due to the computer.)
It is now desirable to redefine A; and e; in such a manner that ( 41) that is, assuring that r;+1 will be orthogonal to the old r; vector, and There is now a refined A~ at our disposal which assures that (ri' r;+1) =0 or at any rate is much smaller than it had been before the correction term was applied.
Further, let an e:; be now introduced-slightly different from the old e: iwhich shall be chosen such that Hence using (51), (52), and (49) we obtain Thus both A; and e: i have been refined for rounding-off errors.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
( 51) (52) (53) The above method of solving systems of n equations in n unknowns seems to be well suited for an electronic high speed computer, since once a programme for an affine transformation has been devised the rest is quite straightforward. However, the method is not very fast. In fact, compared with one of the pivotal condensation methods the present approach requires nearly three times as many more multiplications. Against that should be weighed the undoubted advantage of having' control of round-off errors. The method is therefore not suitable for desk machines for that reason. A good computer may complete a 10 X 10 matrix in about 8 working hours when using the usual Crout's method approach but would spend about five times that time on the above method. It is important to keep some checking facilities going when proceeding from one step to the next. It is considered desirable to carryall column checks, one bi-orthogonality test, and one test for the biconjugate relation. It will be found that the effect of rounding-off errors becomes rather appreciable as n increases, but this can be overcome to a large extent by going beyondn steps. Lanczos (1950) suggests a test for orthogonality by adding to b i a correction term e ij as defined by (b i , bj ) e;j=-(bj, bj)b j , if b i is appreciably lacking in orthogonality with another vector bj of whose orthogonality we are certain. This, however, has the obvious weakness that while (b H bj) =0 now, the new b i will disturb the previous orthogonality so that in fact nothing better has been gained in the end.
The present method, outlined above, is, in general, superior to Stiefel's as pointed out in Section VI, but some disadvantages of the method must also be mentioned.
(i) As compared with Stiefel's method, its computing time is slightly longer.
(ii) The method may fail altogether if (Pk, n'pi) =0, which is, however, rather unlikely.
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